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Abstract—Cloud infrastructure provides computing services
where computing resources can be adjusted on-demand.
However, adoption of cloud infrastructures brings concerns
like reliance on service provider network, reliability,
compliance for service level agreements (SLAs) etc. Softwaredefined networking (SDN) is a networking concept which
suggests the segregation of a network’s data plane from control
plane. This concept improves networking behavior. In this
paper, we present a SDN-enabled resource aware topology
framework. The proposed framework employs SLA
compliance, Path Computation Element (PCE) and share fair
loading to achieve better topology features. We also present an
evaluation, showcasing the potential of our framework.
Keywords—cloud computing, software-defined, networking,
network management, resource management, topology.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing technology provides computing and
networking services over the internet [1]. Managing compute
and I/O resources in cloud computing is a challenging task.
Different methods have been adopted to address the
computation and I/O management challenges in cloud
systems. Therefore, the success of any cloud management
software depends on the efficiency of the system through
which it can utilize the underlying networking resources
[2,3,4]. Figure 1 shows a generic view of services provided
by a conventional cloud resource management system.
There have been many attempts to make networks more
manageable and secure. Various methods have been adopted
to deliver resource management features in a cloud
environment. However, one of the drawbacks in cloud
services delivery is that consumers are kept unaware about
the details of how cloud services and features are provided.
In effect, users focus on what really matters to them, i.e.
consuming a service. Similarly the cloud service providers
focus only on aspects of their domain that are largely non
transparent to the end consumers.
In software-defined networking (SDN) [5], the control
plane of a network element is separated from its data plane
functions. SDN technology is used in data centers to
effectively manage network traffic. The SDN principles can
also be applied to other areas such as storage, security and
service level agreement. Software-defined cloud computing
(SDCC) in this term in an approach where all aspects of a
data centre providing services to the users are software-

Fig. 1. Cloud resource management infrastructure

defined. [6]. The principles and concepts of SDCC provide
an easy way for reconfiguration and adaptation of physical
resources to adjust QoS demands [7,8]. Figure 2 shows an
architecture of a SDN enabled cloud resource management
system.
In this paper, a network topology management
framework is presented. We explain the structure of its
topology administration features. The paper also includes a
discussion on the architectural developments made in
traditional and SDN enabled cloud resource management
systems. A thorough analysis of topology management
functions has also been presented in section 4. Finally, we
present results of our framework.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
related work. Section 3 discusses the architecture and
working of presented framework. Section 4 presents its
working and Section 5 presents evaluation and analysis of
results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
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II.

RELATED WORK

A. Cloud resource management issues
A gossip based protocol is presented in [9]. The protocol
uses a heuristic solution to solve resource allocation

B. SDN-based cloud resource management
The software-defined cloud functions of a data center are
administered by an open access user interface. This helps in
discouraging proprietary software from handling network
resource management functions. A software-defined resource
manager automatically manages network data, offering
easier administration. It can work with existing resource

Fig. 2. SDN-enabled cloud resource management

challenges. By delivering a simulation based approach to
solve this problem, the protocol can be employed to achieve
fairness in resource allocation scenarios.
The SLA based resource allocation challenges have been
discussed in [10]. Due to the recent emergence of complex
IT technologies the user applications are becoming
complicated. In particular, the cloud management framework
in [11] discusses the resource provisioning in a cloud
environment. Among the multiple issues faced by cloud
services, the most persistent problem is that users are
unaware of the services provisioning methodology. The
recent surveys on the topic indicate that cloud system
developers should develop tools to automate cloud operator
tasks. This will improve cloud services delivery and will
bring transparency to the technology audit mechanism.
Resource management strategies for improving network
overheads are discussed in [12]. The research analyzes the
pros and cons of these strategies particularly in terms of
performance costs and services stability.
In cloud based systems multiple user services are
entertained simultaneously. This is possible due to the recent
advancements in efficient parallel data processing
techniques. Efficient parallel data processing is described in
[13]. It presents Nephele, a framework that uses the benefits
of resource provisioning services offered by IaaS clouds. Ondemand service provisioning framework for grid computing
is presented in [14] where the system allocates resource to
users on basis of their profile and service usage. A profilebased approach is presented in [15] where user profile is
used to evaluate resource usage. A service optimization
framework for risk-aware resource provisioning of dynamic
resource allocation is presented in [16] where workload of
multiple clients is evaluated under uncertainty of workloads.

Fig. 3. Layout of proposed framework

management solutions allowing applications to share
common resource management platforms.
Harmony [17] is proposed to manage various aspects of
software-defined clouds. It reduces workload dependencies
between different tasks. In order to achieve fault tolerance, a
model framework has been presented in [18] which realize
the true benefits of SDNs in data centers.
C. SDN as enabling technology to administer resource
management
SDNs bring network awareness to network control
features. SDN controllers can read the entire network
topology through subnets. Subnets use available network
resources to constitute a logical topology within a network.
In [19], a software-defined interface is presented which use
pluggable modules for scheduling and fault management of a
network. This enables SDN applications to deploy network
control functionalities in a practical multi-tier cloud
infrastructure as shown in Fig. 3. A software-defined
resource manager discovers the inventory of links in a given
network by plotting all possible paths across the network.
Therefore, if all the applications use the best available path
strategy for performing network functions, it can result in
bringing greater resource administration and agility.
III.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The proposed framework consists of SDN application
programming interface (API), a cloud resource infrastructure
and underlying computational resources as shown in Fig. 3.
The application management APIs consists of cloud
management console, topology manager and admission
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controller. The SDN-based API manages topology functions
in a cloud environment. Cloud management console acts as
an interface between the user and applications.
The SDN API lies next to a network of underlying cloud
resources, which logically control the resource management
operations. It is followed by a layer of virtual and physical
components. The physical part typically includes the servers,
storage media and network peripherals. The virtual layer

Fig. 4. Topology management - Process flow diagram

consists of the software deployed across the physical layer.
The arrangement of the network entities is similar to [20].
Below we provide a short description of each component.


Cloud management console: The console
facilitates cloud resource management functions to
express high level policies on the underlying
network infrastructure.



Topology manager: It maintains a directory of
overall network mappings. It enables access to a
seemingly infinite pool of compute resources using
open federated cloud computing architecture like
RESERVOIR [21]. This facilitates administrator in
gaining understanding of available network
resources through service provider network.



Admission controller: The admission controller
receives and evaluates the user requests on basis of
prescribed factors that are defined through SLAs.



Planner: A planner in consultation with modeler,
network manager and cloud manager determines the
location of hosting the services.



Modeler: The modeler compares the planner
request with network manager and cloud manager
to plot a resource utilization scope which can be
sent to topology manager for updating network
directory.



Cloud and network manager: Cloud and network
managers consolidate datacenter infrastructure
resources. This consolidation is performed at both
physical and logical levels. They monitor network
status and manage both physical and virtual
infrastructures.



Abstraction layer: The layer provides an
abstraction of logical deployment of physical
hardware for all devices in the cloud infrastructure.



Physical infrastructure layer: It consists of the
physical resources of a data center network
including computing devices, storage devices,
servers and other networking equipment.

The proposed topology manager provides an insight into
the hierarchical structure and state of the cloud. By using
SDN’s flexible nature, the topology manager helps in
organizing software and hardware into zones, blocks,
servers, nodes, resource pools and software deployments. In
next section, we explain the working of topology manager in
detail.
IV.

TOPOLOGY MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

A. Topology management:
Route analytics and SDN together improves the
availability of network routes and traces in data centers.
SDNs allow network administrators to manage real-time
network wide abstractions into topology control. This helps
the SDN-enabled data center infrastructure to use latest
traffic status and workload profiles. In this regard, TOSCA is
presented in [22]. It is an industrially-endorsed
standardization for topology specification. By using SDN
control functions, it creates a blend of network traffic
requirements. This helps network and cloud applications to
derive the relationship between a service and its behavior in
the network. A topology manager’s implementation provides
a complete view of availability of devices and resources. Its
function is independent of the vendor specific monitoring
technologies. The proposed topology manager uses a
combination of techniques for monitoring and customization
of third party services. Below we give a short description of
its components and their functions.


Application handler: When topology requests are
scheduled for deployment, the application handler
registers these services. It performs multiple checks
on topology requests and later sends them for
compatibility check.



Service handler: Once a topology request confirms
SLA requirements, it is accessed by a service
handler which compares its requirements with
available virtual infrastructure.



Path Computation: PCE [23] helps in reducing
resource based computational constraints during
path computation by considering multiple
constraints. In our model, we first ensure that the
experimental test-bed has sufficient resources for
task execution. Then we use PCE for path
computation.

The topology management operation initiates when an
application requests for grant of resources. A graphical
portrayal of the topology manager scheme is given in Fig. 4.
The application handler performs a check operation on SLA
violations. If SLA violations are made, the process is
terminated. If not, a check is performed for available
resources. The applications with limited resources are
dropped. All dropped processes are prompted to application
handler for rejection. Those processes with enough resources
are forwarded to PCE module. The PCE module is used to
define the suitable path between the traffic source and
destination. It then assigns optimal resources to the process/
request. The use of PCE helps in reducing the processing
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overheads as it uses the previously calculated paths from the
path allocation table.
V. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
We evaluate the proposed cloud management console
prototype on an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650 v2 with clock
speed of 2.60GHz and 8 cores (16 threads). It is developed in
Python version 2.7.9. By using Ubuntu 12.04 environment,

Fig. 5. CPU resources utilization

Fig. 6. Memory resources utilization

we use two 8 slot SDN enabled HP 12508E switches, having
a 10.8 Tbps maximum switching capacity. We measure the
framework for throughput and CPU resource utilization
efficiency.
Our results (Fig. 6) show that the proposed framework
can handle increasing number of requests. It is because the
allocation scheme used in share fair systems is not the same
as utilization. Normally a request allocating 50-60 percent of
CPU resources to process an application, might only use a
part of these resources. Regardless of how big resource
allocation is, a resource requesting query always receives
100 percent of the processing capacity. Maintaining a
balance among the resource usage and allocation is
complicated sometimes. Therefore, the allocation of either a
small or big chunk of CPU share to a busy workload might
not solve the problem, yet may result in slowed performance.
We conducted performance evaluation of our proposed
framework by submitting admission control requests and
then measuring the system’s CPU and memory utilization.
We used conditional statements to ensure that SLA
conditions are not violated for the topology management
scheme. In our experiments, we used Batch workload. By
submitting the Batch workload jobs through a job queue, it
was ensured that the submitted data load runs unconstrained,
and is free from bottle necks.
We compared the proposed framework efficiency with
Realistic and Capacity-aware admission control schemes for
9 instances. Realistic approach employs product logic for
modeling requests. A detailed study on product logic is
presented in [24]. The capacity-aware admission control
scheme use optimized risk values for CPU and I/O functions
and employ real time values for memory mapping of
received admission control requests. We observed that
Realistic and Capacity aware schemes are constraining
network resources. These techniques achieved better
performance for one capacity (CPU usage) at the expense of
other (memory usage). This results in presenting a more
asymmetric behavior. Fig. 5 and 6 show the CPU and
memory resources utilization. Results demonstrate that by
using our proposed methodology, resource utilization is even
lower than the average of Realistic and Capacity aware
schemes. In Figure 7, we present the overall resource
utilization comparison.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The paper presents a network topology framework. It
utilizes SDN–enabled infrastructure for improving topology
management functions. The proposed framework employs
SLAs, PCE and share fair loading as means for improving
resource administration. The framework facilitates in
reducing complexities for resource allocation problems.
We evaluate our system on limited real time controlled
data centre traffic. We believe that the presented work
provides a foundation towards developing more efficient
topology management infrastructure. In future, we plan to
improve our system’s planner design so that it can effectively
handle VM placement challenges.
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